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head in an endeavour to prevent him from catching cold.
He needed all his self-control in the face of such universal
enthusiasm, and could not but be deeply moved when he
realized the strength of the ties between himself and Poland,
and the feelings that he was able to inspire in his people/
They were to arrive in Warsaw in the morning of January
3rd.   Paderewski had not been in Warsaw for a good many
years*   The day was cold but bright.   On the fields along
the railway track one could still see the relics of war:
uprooted trees and houses burned to the ground.   Slowly
the train rolled into the station of Warsaw.   The platform
was dark with a sea of people, and even before the train
stopped, a tremendous cheer rent the air.  When Paderewski
appeared in the open doorway of his carriage, the enthu-
siasm became almost an orgy.   There were old men and
young men, girls and women, soldiers, and school-boys
with coloured caps, and they carried little Polish flags and
wore badges with the Polish eagle.   Nothing seemed the
same :  the station and the big square in front of it were
transformed.   There were still the familiar houses:  the
big Hotel Polonia, the old-fashioned houses with their
hundreds of shops in the Marszalkowska Street, the irregular
sky line round the vast square ;  there were still the old
trees of the Jerozolimska Avenue, bare and black at this
time of year—but the whole picture was changed, unreal,
as though the whole square had become one tremendous
waving banner.   There were uniforms of the new army
with silver tassels and adorned with deep red, with the
historical  four-cornered  caps  of ancient Poland;   and
" bekeshas" : fur coats with trimmings, high collars and
fur cuffs, such as were worn a hundred years ago.   How
happy Helenka1 must be.   It was wonderful, wonderful.
•	*	•	•
It would have been more wonderful if another man had
not been received with similar enthusiasm when he entered
Warsaw a few weeks before. That man was Joseph PilsudskL
i Helenka—diminutive of Helena.

